Basic Anti-Aiging




Ma'am, you have great skin and great eyes! What do you use for your
eyes? Let me give you something for your eyes to keep in mind.
Ma'am, I want to impress you with my eye treatment, you can keep it
in your mind for the next time.
Ma'am, let me give you a free sample for your eyes.

Youth Essence Eye Gel
This is one of our best sellers, the Eye Gel from the Dead Sea.
The Eye Gel is mainly designed to protect ultra sensitive skin around the
eyes, reduce puffiness and dark circles.
Ma'am, as you know, the eye area is very delicate and sensitive. For that
reason, we made the Eye Gel in a very light texture in order to prevent bad
reactions. Because the eye gel's light texture, you can use it also on the
eyelids.
Puffiness is fluid stuck under the eye. The Eye Gel contains ORGANIC ALOE
VERA, CHAMOMIL and GREEN TEA ESSENCE. This formula reduces
puffiness by relaxing the area and adsorbing fluids from the eyes.
Dark circles are mainly thinning skin which makes the blood vessels under
your eyes more obvious. The Eye Gel makes the skin under your eyes thicker
in a way that makes the area look much lighter than before.
In addition to the effect that it makes, what makes the Eye Gel so important is
the fact that it opens the pores, so it actually works from the inside and
prepares your skin for the very important next step - the Eye Cream.
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Contura Eye Cream
The Eye Cream locks the Eye Gel inside your skin and improves the
treatment for puffiness & dark circles.
What makes this Eye Cream one of the best in the world is the fact that it is
based on the revolutionary RENOVAGE patent (have you heard about it?)
RENOVAGE is an active ingredient that is known to work through human
D.N.A to prolong skin cells lifespan and grow new skin molecules. The skin
becomes much more elastic. In other words, if you don't like the lines under
the eye, really soon you can say goodbye to them.
The result is already on your eye and it's just the beginning! Every use
smoothes more wrinkles and fine lines and most important - it will prevent
future lines. As you know, like everyone else, 10 years ago it wasn't like this,
right? 10 years from now it will be worse, so the catch is to catch it in the right
time! 
Wow! I'm so excited, there is such an improvement! In a second I'm going to
show you. First, please cover the eye that we treat with your hand, and let's
concentrate on the eye that we didn't treat. So you can see the fine lines, the
deeper lines, the darkness and a bit of puffiness. Now are you ready to be
amazed? Remove your hand and take a look at the difference! O.M.G! Look
how the deep lines become lighter and the fine lines almost disappear, the
dark circle is brighter and the puffiness becomes much better.
It's only a few seconds on your eye, with every use you are going to see
better and better results. Imagine how your eyes are going to look after 2
weeks, after 3 months!

This is the Eye Gel and this is the Eye Cream. Like all of our products, both of
them are PARABEN free and SLS/SLES free. Each one is a year supply
treatment. They are very concentrated products so all you need is one drop
for both of your eyes. Use the Eye Gel every night and on top of it, use the
Eye Cream. Use your ring finger; tap it from the outside in (ear to nose).
We promote the Eye Gel & the Eye Cream for XXX each, which is the
average price for an entire year eye treatment of a good brand. The only
difference is that here you don't buy a name of a brand - here as you can see,
you buy results! Now we have a great special deal that if you buy two, you get
the third one completely for free!
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Youth Essence Serum
The Face Serum is the most concentrated product that we have on our shelf.
It is based on a winning formula which includes the revolutionary
RENOVAGE, DEAD SEA MINERALS, VITAMINS A, E and C and ATNI–
AGING ARGAN OIL.
The Serum quickly delivers visible results on the fine lines and for the long
term you are going to see a great improvement on the deep lines. The Face
Serum opens your pores and prepares your skin for the anti–aging Night
Cream.

Replenishing Night Cream
The Night Cream gets inside your skin and dramatically improves the results
of the Face Serum. It deeply feeds your skin with a mixture of nourishing and
anti–aging oils like JOJOBA OIL, BORAGE SEED OIL, ANTI-AGIGNG ROSE
HIP OIL and more…
It also helps to keep the natural moisture of your skin and guard against
environmental damages. When you go out at night use the Night Cream
before – it's an excellent foundation for make–up.

This is the Face Serum and this is the anti–aging Night Cream.
As you can probably guess, this is a night treatment. Every night, apply the
serum first and then the cream. Massage it gently on your face and neck,
avoid the eye area.
Each one gives you a year supply treatment and cost XXX for each. And like
the eye treatment, you have the crazy deal that if you buy two, you get the
third one completely for free!
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